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Abstract— This paper demonstrates a large-area, lightweight,
conformal plasma device that interacts with propagating
X-band microwave energy. The active elements are rugged
plasma-shells— hollow ceramic shells encapsulating a controlledpressure gas that can be ionized to controlled plasma parameters. Plasma-shells are electrically excited by frequency
selective surfaces that are transparent to the frequency band
of interest. The result is equivalent to large-area free-space
plasma confined in a discrete plasma slab. A novel structure
is designed with the aid of full-wave simulation and fabricated as a 76.2-mm square array, and transmission performance is tested across different drive voltages and angles of
incidence. Switchable attenuation of 7 dB is measured across
the passband when driven with 1400 Vpp at 1 MHz. Plasma
parameters are estimated from theory and full-wave simulation, with electron density estimated to be 3.6 × 1012 cm−3 .
The proposed structure has potential for use on mobile platforms.
Index Terms— Bandpass filter, frequency selective surface
(FSS), gas plasma, microwave, plasma absorber.

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

ARGE-SCALE plasma can significantly attenuate radio
frequency (RF) communication, as seen during spacecraft vehicle reentry where communication blackout lasts for
several minutes because of the surrounding plasma sheath
[1]–[3]. Plasma attenuates low-power RF energy used for
communication and radar tracking purposes, as well as
high-power electromagnetic pulse and high-power microwave
energy [4]–[6].
The ability to rapidly switch large-scale plasma volumes is
highly desirable for the creation of large-area electromagnetic
(EM) devices with tunable operating frequency or transmission, absorption, and reflection properties.
Although the concept of using plasma as a microwave
absorber or reflector has existed for decades [7], [8], very few
devices were demonstrated in literature. Such devices primarily consist of long, fragile plasma tubes. Anderson et al. [9]
presented devices using cylindrical mercury lamps as switchable plasma volumes, sharing all the problems of mercury
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Fig. 1. (a) Plasma-shell cutaway showing internal plasma. (b) Proposed
switchable device made of patterned conductors around plasma-shell array.

lamps: fragility, limited life, modulation speed limited to kHz,
and toxic mercury vapor. In [10], Vardaxoglou demonstrated
a solid-state switchable plasma device by illuminating a
patterned semiconductor wafer, but is likewise fragile, size
limited, and very restricted in available material properties
and thicknesses. Murphy et al. [11] introduced a largearea plasma sheet reflector that operated by a pulsed electron beam and exhibited low levels of RF interaction. Larigaldie and Caillault showed significant X-band sheet reflection
but only in pulsed mode with magnetic confinement [12].
Scharer et al. [13], [14] demonstrated large-volume plasma and
RF reflection from ultraviolet photoionization of an organic
seed gas [e.g., tetrakis-(dimethylamino)-ethylene] using a
pulsed laser.
There are several key challenges in creating a large-scale
plasma device. Initially, plasma must be encapsulated in a way
that maintains controlled gas composition, pressure, and purity.
Next, power must be delivered to the plasma volume in a
way that provides controlled EM properties across a frequency
range of interest.
None of the devices demonstrated in literature are suitable
for large-area, rugged, conformal, rapidly switchable plasma
devices. This paper proposes a concept that overcomes these
limitations by using an encapsulated plasma component called
the plasma-shell shown in Fig. 1(a), and driving it directly with
high-voltage alternating current (ac) energy through conductive layers, referred to as plasma excitation surfaces, that are
transparent to RF energy in a frequency range of interest as
shown in Fig. 1(b).
Plasma-shells are hollow ceramic shells that hermetically
encapsulate any gas mixture at controlled pressure. The shell
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is a strong refractory oxide layer capable of direct contact with
plasma without damage or gas contamination. Plasma-shells
can be manufactured in any shape and size from 0.5 to 10 mm
and are lightweight and rugged.
Plasma excitation surfaces must have large conductor area
in contact with plasma-shells yet be transparent to one or
more microwave bands, and some types of frequency selective
surface (FSS) elements have such properties. FSSs are structures that interact with EM energy propagating through free
space in the microwave frequency range, loosely defined as
0.3–30 GHz [15], [16]. FSSs are used in radar, communication, instrumentation, and power transfer applications and are
used as hybrid radomes, spatial bandpass or bandstop filters,
dichroic reflectors and subreflectors, absorbers, and polarizers.
This paper is organized as follows: initially, a novel plasma
device is proposed in Section II that emulates the physical
phenomenon of a large-scale plasma sheet in free space across
a frequency range of interest and the design of the electromagnetic structure is presented using full-wave simulation
tools. In Section III, the proposed plasma device is fabricated
and tested in the off- and on-states, and key parameters
are measured including passband frequency response in the
off- and on-states, effect of angle of incidence, and effect
of drive voltage. Plasma parameters are estimated and ways
to optimize the device are discussed. Finally, results of this
paper are summarized in Section IV along with descriptions
of potential applications of this technology.
II. D ESIGN AND FABRICATION
A. Proposed Concept
The proposed device consists of an array of unit cells. Each
plasma excitation surface unit cell is an FSS element composed of a conductive sheet with etched slots. The Jerusalem
cross pattern is employed in this paper, but any shape can be
used that meets the following criteria:
1) bandpass characteristic;
2) free-standing (no unconnected floating elements); and
3) large conductor area coverage.
The FSS element is repeated on the conductive surface on
a closely spaced regular grid. Plasma excitation surfaces are
readily fabricated as single-sided printed circuit boards (PCB).
Both plasma excitation surfaces are laminated onto an array
of plasma-shells slightly smaller than FSS elements. This
composite material can be driven with a high-voltage ac power
source to create a volume of plasma that directly interacts with
propagating EM energy through the plasma excitation layers
that are effectively transparent to X-band energy. Switchable
transmission and reflection performance through the plasma
volume is accomplished in this way.
B. Analysis
A candidate structure was optimized using full-wave
simulation, and the resulting Floquet port model shown
in Fig. 2 is the unit cell of a symmetric second-order
FSS with spacing of 6.35 mm. Floquet port simulation in
ANSYS high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) models
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Fig. 2. HFSS Floquet port model with material parameters and dimensions.
The unit cell is composed of single plasma-shell in center sandwiched by two
single-layer PCBs, with outer dielectric slabs for port tuning.

an infinite FSS from a single unit cell with good speed.
This model simulates one response from 5 to 18 GHz. Simplifications were made to the model to improve simulation time
including flat conductors, merging plasma-shell electrodes
with plasma excitation surfaces, and omitting shell side walls.
FSS element spacing of 0.21 λ at 10 GHz gives strong
interelement coupling for center frequency and bandwidth
stability across scan angle. Element geometry provides several
degrees of freedom for tuning center frequency and bandwidth
and was adjusted so that an entire plasma-shell could fit across
the center + slot, to minimize performance deviation caused
by placement error.
Both outer dielectric slabs increase port coupling strength
for this structure to achieve sufficient return loss; the response
was undercoupled without them. The dielectric was realized with commonly available unclad Rogers 5880 substrate
material [17].
The simulated wideband response in Fig. 3 shows center
frequency ( f c ) of 10.1 GHz and 3 dB bandwidth of 2.8 GHz.
Insertion loss for the infinite array is 1.0 dB, and return loss is
12.5 dB. The response of one single-sided Rogers 4003C PCB
is shown for verification with measured results, and higher f c
of 14.0 GHz is evident with the absence of electroded plasmashells that decrease element resonant frequency [18].
C. Implementation
Fabricated PCBs in Fig. 4 were made using standard photoetching and plating processes. The top layer includes a finite
12 × 12 FSS array (i.e., there were 160 shells available for this
experiment) and the bottom layer is bare except for a perimeter
copper flange filled with vias for continuous electrical contact
with the mounting plate. One PCB was trimmed to 114 mm
overall size for use as the top PCB.
Plasma-shell size is 4.23 mm × 4.23 mm × 2.24 mm, with
176-μm shell thickness. Fill gas is 0.1% argon with balance
neon, a common Penning mixture, at 175 Torr [19].
The plasma-shell electroding and mounting processes are
shown in Fig. 5 where each shell is printed with electrodes on
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Fig. 6. Fully assembled device (a) without dielectric slabs and (b) with
dielectric slabs taped in place, showing weak plasma glow during initial turnon test.
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Fig. 3. Simulation of proposed device shows good second-order off-state
response, with return loss included for reference. One single PCB response
(without plasma-shells) is simulated for comparison with measured results.
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Fig. 7. Test setup for transmission response measurement from 5 to 18 GHz
with angle of incidence sweep.
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Fig. 4. Fabricated PCB layers. (a) Top plasma excitation surface with center
12 × 12 array. (b) Blank bottom with perimeter flange for ground continuity
with mounting plate.

tape. The mounting plate is connected to one sustainer output
and the top PCB (isolated from the ground plane) to the other
with a wire. The device is shown in Fig. 6(b) with dielectric
slabs taped in place to the top and bottom PCBs, and an orange
glow is seen while the device is sustained at low voltage.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Test Setup

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Plasma-shell assembly method. (a) Conductive pads with + slot
are printed on top and bottom of each shell. (b) Conductive epoxy dots
are stenciled onto PCB. (c) Shell is placed onto substrate, achieving optimal
contact (fabrication trial seen through glass slide pictured above).

the top and bottom, with a + shaped slot of width of 0.35 mm.
To mechanically and electrically attach shells to the PCB, first
an array of silver conductive epoxy dots are stenciled to the
PCB, then shells are placed using a pick and place machine.
To mount the second PCB to the array, silver epoxy dots are
stenciled to the top PCB and placed on the bottom PCB/shell
assembly. Alignment is maintained with pins that are removed
after the entire assembly is cured.
The assembled device is shown in Fig. 6(a) without dielectric slabs. To mount the device to a large ground plane for
testing, the bottom PCB (seen as the copper border) is screwed
to the mounting plate and the seam is covered with aluminum

Device frequency response is measured with the test setup
in Fig. 7 where a Rohde & Schwarz ZVB20 vector network
analyzer (VNA) measures transmission scatter (S)-parameter
(S21 ) for different plasma states and incidence angles. The
device under test (DUT) is mounted to a 610-mm (24 in.)
square plate that can be rotated, and the plate is substituted
with reference plates for calibration. Two 2–18-GHz quadridge horns are placed in the far field for uniform illumination. Plate edge effects and small sample size limited useful
measurement range to ∼7–18 GHz. Return loss (S11 ) measurements were attempted but the setup lacked the dynamic
range and placement repeatability that are required for the
small sample.
Fig. 8(a) shows the actual measurement setup where
the 610-mm plate is seen in the center, shown covered
with absorber for a calibration measurement. The sustainer
(not seen) is mounted on the far side of the Styrofoam column
out of antenna line of sight, and the column and sustainer are
rotated to sweep angle of incidence. The DUT is mounted on
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Fig. 9. Measured wideband transmission response of device in off- and
on-states driven at 1200 Vpp , 1 MHz, normal incidence. Off-state and single
PCB responses agree with HFSS model. Measured data may only be useful
above nulls at 7 and 8.5 GHz that do not appear in simulation.

B. Wideband Results

(b)
Fig. 8.
(a) Fully anechoic chamber test setup with two horns and
610-mm plate on rotation stage in center. (b) High-voltage device testing
without dielectric slabs, showing intense plasma-shell light emission seen
through 1.524-mm-thick Rogers 4003C PCB substrate.

the rear side of the plate in Fig. 8(b), and high-intensity orange
light is emitted during operation.
The sustainer used in this experiment is a high-voltage
square wave generator capable of bridged output drive of
1500 Vpp at 1 MHz, using a bipolar H-bridge scheme
commonly used in plasma display panels [20], with energy
recovery circuits [21], [22] to recover capacitive displacement
current for increased drive efficiency. The sustainer is not
designed for continuous operation so all test data were measured with 10-ms drive bursts at a repetition rate of 4 Hz,
and the VNA was triggered to capture data within this large
on-state window. This does not affect measurements because
plasma attains steady-state operation on extremely short time
scales. The test device is capable of continuous operation,
limited only by the thermal limitations of the attached PCBs.
Measurement data were time gated with a 2-ns gating
window to eliminate multipath and referenced to measured
76.2-mm aperture plate through-calibration. The small sample
size manifests some measurement challenges including surface
waves, impedance discontinuities at array edges, and aperture
resonances, none of which were accounted for in postprocessing. However, the data are sufficient for conceptual validation.
To accommodate such challenges, fabrication of a larger
device is advised for precise measured results.

The test device was measured in the off- and on-states, and
with a single PCB (without plasma-shells) for verification with
the HFSS model. Measured data in Fig. 9 show off-state center
frequency of 11.0 GHz, bandwidth of 4.2 GHz, and minimum
insertion loss of 5.1 dB. On-state center frequency increases
to 12.6 GHz, bandwidth reduces to 3.0 GHz, and minimum
insertion loss increases to 9.2 dB. Absolute insertion loss is
not likely to be accurate because of finite array effects and
calibration error; however the measured center frequency is
expected to be reliable.
The on-state response has two important characteristics
versus off-state: 1) higher center frequency, and 2) higher
insertion loss. The frequency shift is confirmed by the on-state
response being higher than the off-state response > 15 GHz,
and these characteristics will be examined more closely during
plasma modeling.
Measured results compare well with simulation, where
measured passband is higher by 1.0 GHz for the off-state and
single PCB, and measured off-state bandwidth is 4.2 GHz.
Nulls at the lower passband are not present in simulation; this
suggests that the measured nulls are artifacts of the finite array.
C. Angle of Incidence Sweep
The device was measured in the off- and on-states as
angle of incidence was increased from normal (0°) to 60° in
increments of 15°, shown in Fig. 10. Bandwidth and center
frequency appear relatively stable up to 45°, but either the
response or the test setup falls apart at 60° with insertion loss
reaching an unrealistically low value and nulls moving near
passband center.
Key design features contribute to scan angle stability: electrically small and closely spaced FSS elements, and lowdielectric-constant slabs on the outer surfaces. With taller
shells it is possible to design a device that meets the theoretical
criterion for an optimally scan-independent FSS.
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Fig. 11. Measured transmission response in off- and on-states with swept
drive voltage, at 1 MHz and normal incidence. Increasing drive voltage
increases attenuation by 1.4 dB/200 V, with maximum average passband
attenuation of 7.0 dB at 1400 Vpp .
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Fig. 10. Measured transmission response in off- and on-states versus angle
of incidence, driven at 1200 Vpp , 1 MHz. Center frequency and bandwidth
are stable at: (a) 0°; (b) 15°; (c) 30°; and (d) 45°. The device or test setup
falls apart at (e) 60°. Results show good scan independence, and switchable
attenuation is significant across passband at all angles.

D. Drive Voltage Sweep
Increasing drive voltage has a significant effect on passband attenuation. Fig. 11 shows that each voltage increase
of 200 V increases average on-state passband attenuation by
1.4 dB. Following the observed trend, an improved sustainer
that outputs 2400 Vpp would more than double switchable
attenuation from 5.9 dB at 1200 Vpp to 14.2 dB. It is believed
that increasing drive voltage directly increases electron density
and gas conductivity, thereby increasing attenuation.
E. Plasma Medium Model
Measured results verify that the test device provides significant switchable attenuation. To better understand the interaction between the device structure and plasma medium, the
plasma volume can be modeled as a homogenous conductive
dielectric medium. Complex permittivity (ε) is defined as
ε = ε0 (εr + j εr ), consisting of real and imaginary relative
permittivity (εr and εr , respectively), and both frequencydependent components for a cold, collisional, and weakly

εr =

ω2p

ω2 + ν 2
2
ω p ν/ω

(1)

(2)
ω2 + ν 2
as functions of plasma frequency (ω p , in rad/s), microwave
drive frequency (ω, in rad/s), and electron collision frequency
(ν, in rad/s) [2]. Material dielectric loss tangent, tan(δ), is
tan (δ) =

ωε 0 εr + σ
ωε0 εr

(3)

with frequency-independent gas conductivity (σ , in S/m) [23].
Plasma frequency is a function of electron density (n e , in
cm−3 ) given as

ωp =

n e e2
ε0 m e

(4)

with elementary charge (e = 1.6 × 1019 C) and electron mass
√
(m e = 9.1 × 10−31 kg), simplifying to 56 500 n e .
−3
Gas number density (N, in cm ) is calculated from the
ideal-gas equation of state and is 5.6 × 1018 cm−3 for shells
used in this experiment at 300 K. Electron collision frequency
is a function of gas pressure for noble gas plasmas and
is available for electron temperature (Te ) of 300 K in [24,
Table I], and for higher Te in [25]. For shells used in this
experiment, ν = 4.3 × 109 rad/s.
To calculate ε, first n e must be estimated which is possible
with the HFSS model by simulating the on-state frequency
shift proportional to n e . The resulting value is 3.6 × 1012 cm−3
producing a frequency shift of 1.5 GHz, matching measured
results. Calculated plasma frequency is 17.1 GHz, and calculated values for εr and tan(δ) at 10 GHz are −1.88 and 0.105,
respectively. Conductivity shifts the on-state response down,
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TABLE II
D ISSOCIATIVE R ECOMBINATION R ATE C ONSTANT AND E LECTRON B EAM
I MPACT I ONIZATION P OTENTIAL FOR N OBLE G ASES

Gas
He
Ne
Ar
Kr
Xe

ν/N (cm3 /s)
7.6 × 10−9
7.6 × 10−10
2.2 × 10−9
1.8 × 10−9
5.3 × 10−8
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Fig. 12.
HFSS simulation of device in off- and on-states, with plasma
properties of n e = 3.6 × 1012 cm−3 , ν = 4.3 × 109 rad/s, and σ = 0.45 S/m
for normal incidence. Simulated and measured transmission responses agree.

and a simulated value of 0.45 S/m matches the measured offstate to on-state increase in minimum insertion loss of 4.2 dB.
The transmission response of the HFSS model with
plasma modeled as a frequency-dependent complex permittivity medium is shown in Fig. 12. The shape of the simulated
on-state transmission response agrees with measured results
in Fig. 9, particularly with increased passband frequency and
attenuation in the on-state, validating the complex permittivity
plasma model.
F. Power Usage
Device power usage is measured to be ∼150 W (power
density of 25 kW/m2 ), by measuring sustainer input power
with and without the device connected, operating at 1200 Vpp
and 1 MHz. This value does not measure sustainer conversion
efficiency, which is assumed to be high. Plasma power dissipation per unit volume can be estimated for noble gas plasmas
dominated by two-body recombination by [24]


W
P
= kn 2e i e,
(5)
V
cm3
where k is the two-body dissociative rate constant and i is
the energy required to ionize a noble gas using an electron
beam from Table II. For plasma-shells used in this experiment
with gas volume of 0.0284 cm3 and n e estimated previously,
predicted device power usage is 55 W (power density of
9.3 kW/m2 ).
Drive power can be dramatically reduced by using helium
gas with a much lower rate constant because of order of

k (cm3 /s)
1.0
1.8
9.1
1.6
2.7

×
×
×
×
×

10−8
10−7
10−7
10−6
10−6

i (eV)
41.5
36.2
26.2
24.3
21.9

magnitude longer plasma lifetime. Predicted power density
drops by a factor of 16 (i.e., to 0.6 kW/m2 ). The most
significant driver of power usage is electron density, which
should not be higher than needed. Further power reduction
may be achieved by reducing total plasma volume. An example
of this is locating smaller plasma-shells in the center of each
FSS element where there is strongest EM interaction, not
wasting power in areas of low-RF coupling.
Large-area plasma devices clearly require significant, but
not impractically large, power sources. The delivery of ac
power in the ∼1-kV range at MHz frequencies is practical with
class E amplifiers, that can operate at tens of MHz at >90%
efficiency, high power density, and can scale up to arbitrarily
high power levels. This is a practical power solution for
platforms, versus alternative approaches using lasers, electron
beams, and pulsed high-voltage supplies.
Switchable plasma devices can be very lightweight; the
structure is composed primarily of plasma-shells weighing
71 mg each and dielectric material. FSS materials often
require low dielectric constants, so foams and dielectrics with
engineered voids are lightweight.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated a novel concept for RF–plasma
interaction in a scalable plasma-shell device. The proposed
X-band switched plasma device was fabricated and measured,
showing good scan angle independence and significant attenuation in the passband averaging 7 dB. There are many
other avenues for increasing attenuation including optimizing
the plasma-shell gas composition and pressure, shell size,
drive voltage, plasma excitation surface geometry, and using
additional layers.
This concept has the potential to be scaled for use in
mobile systems. Power dissipation can be reduced over an
order of magnitude with gas optimization and structural
changes. Power sources can produce high-voltage, highfrequency waveforms with maximum efficiency and power
density. The proposed structure can be very lightweight,
composed primarily of hollow shells and dielectric foam.
Conformal structures are possible.
The concept can be adapted for operation in absorptive
mode by altering the structure. Additional layers can be added
to create an electrically large graded plasma absorber, or a
single thick plasma layer can use tuned electron density for
total absorption.
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Potential applications of large-area switchable plasma-shell
devices include: 1) active radomes; 2) switchable EM apertures; and 3) plasma metamaterials. This experiment was an
important initial step for practical large-scale plasma devices
to overcome traditional limitations concerning encapsulating
and driving large plasma volumes.
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